Waves interact with currents in tidal channels with the resulting wave-current environment largely determining the loads experienced by tidal stream turbines. Over a tidal cycle, the magnitude and direction of the current velocity changes and hence so does the combined wave-current conditions the turbines must operate within. Here we demonstrate this effect experimentally, generating a realistic irregular wave case in both following (in the same direction as the waves) and opposing currents prior to assessing the resulting loads on a fully instrumented 1:15 scale tidal turbine model aligned with the current direction. Large changes in the environmental conditions, along with the turbine performance and loads, are demonstrated through the presentation of temporal, spectral and statistical outputs. The experimental results demonstrate that the full-scale equivalent significant wave height changes from 2.25 m in zero current to 6.11 m in 3.2 m/s opposing current and 1.56 m in 3.2m/s following current. The corresponding standard deviations of measured turbine parameters for the opposing condition range between 215 and 260% of the following case, and between 340 and 565% of the current-only measurements. Hence, when waves are present, significantly greater fatigue damage will be accumulated during one-half of the tidal cycle. The mean values, however, appear to be unaffected by the presence of waves suggesting that the overall turbine performance is unaltered. These results demonstrate the requirement to understand the combined wave-current environment and to test and de-risk tidal stream turbines for operation in both following and opposing wave-current conditions. Significant additional insight is gained into the nature of loads experienced by tidal turbines in irregular wave conditions, a scarcely documented phenomenon.
Introduction
For tidal stream turbines (TSTs) to become a commercially viable technology, they must maintain high levels of reliability in the hostile ocean environment. Consequently, it is a requirement to ensure they can withstand large unsteady hydrodynamic loads introduced by the presence of waves, turbulence and velocity shear (Milne et al. 2010 (Milne et al. , 2017 MacEnri et al. 2013 ). Of these, the peak loads induced by waves has been suggested to be most significant and can be several orders of magnitude larger than ambient turbulence It is generally accepted that unsteady wave action on device loading and power production must be considered when the averaged orbital velocities are greater than 20% of the rated current speed (IEC TS 62600-200:2013 2013 IEC TS 62600-201:2015 2015 . There have been a variety of published numerical and experimental studies assessing the influence of waves on tidal turbines. Although there are a few numerical studies on irregular wave loads (Milne et al. 2010; Mullings et al. 2017) , experimental works have largely been limited to the assessment of monochromatic 'regular' waves. This is despite the fact that real ocean waves can seldom be classified as regular.
Possibly, the first documented experimental study on the effect of regular waves on tidal turbines was presented in Barltrop et al. (2006) . Results from this experiment, along with those presented in Galloway et al. (2014) and Faudot and Dahlhaug (2012) , were used to validate blade element momentum theory (BEMT) codes including the presence of waves. Wave-induced variations in power and thrust have been further reported in Gaurier et al. (2013 ), De Jesus Henriques et al. (2014 , Martinez et al. (2018) , with additional studies discussing the influence of wave phase and turbine depth Luznik et al. 2013) . A general consensus arises from the literature that although the mean values of the power and thrust remain similar in the presence of waves, the wave-induced variations of these parameters can be very significant (Gaurier et al. 2013; Draycott et al. 2019a) .
When undertaking scaled experiments, care must be taken to ensure that the results are representative of those expected for a full-scale tidal turbine. One of the major considerations, due to operating at lower flow velocities, is the reduced Reynolds number (Re). It is therefore important that the model scale and corresponding flow velocities are large enough that Re independence has been obtained for both the lift and drag coefficients Luznik et al. 2013) , so that small changes in inflow velocity do not result in unrepresentative performance alterations. In addition, it may be necessary to modify the blade geometry to obtain the correct power and thrust coefficients in the reduced Re regime (Whelan and Stallard 2011) . Another key consideration is the control strategy. Although it is typical to use speed control for experimental tests [e.g. Guo et al. (2018) , Payne et al. (2018) , Martinez et al. (2018) ], and is used in this current study, consideration must be given to the likely full-scale control strategy. For example, preliminary studies on tidal turbine control show that the implementation of torque control could significantly alter the expected peak thrust (Ordonez-Sanchez et al. 2019) .
Although there is mention in Gaurier et al. (2013) that a comparison of their results to irregular wave equivalents would be interesting, at present, there are very limited published experimental studies which assess the influence of tidal turbine loads in irregular wave conditions. Stallard et al. (2013) presents experiments carried out in irregular waves; however, the focus of the study was on the effect of wave forcing on wake recovery, and as such there is little detail on the turbine loads experienced in such conditions. In Sos et al. (2017) , variations in power and thrust coefficient are reported for a single irregular sea state obtained from towing tank experiments.
In this paper, we investigate the difference in loads experienced at the extremes of the tide: assessing the expected loads at representative peak ebb and flood velocities with a constant 'open-ocean' irregular wave condition. Such investigations are required to asses the criticality of conducting synchronised wave and tidal resource characterisations, and to extend understanding of the turbine behaviour from regular waves [e.g. Draycott et al. (2019a) ] to realistic irregular conditions. The environmental conditions of this experimental campaign are analogous to those experienced by a tidal turbine which is able to yaw into the current direction, during a storm that spans one entire tidal cycle. The effect of the different current directions will significantly alter the wave kinematics and hence the corresponding TST loads. Indeed, in Hashemi et al. (2016) it is noted that a 60% increase in significant wave height, H m0 , is expected for 2 m/s opposing current, and a 20% reduction in H m0 is expected for the equivalent following current (peak period, T p , = 8 s). To assess the consequence of the wave-current interaction on TST loading, in this paper we experimentally simulate a single 'zerocurrent' full-scale spectral wave condition (H m0 = 2.25 m, T P = 9.7 s) with ± 3.2 m/s current velocity, corresponding to representative maximum and minimum velocities over a diurnal tidal cycle. Experiments are carried out at the 1:15 scale at the FloWave Ocean Energy Research Facility, and resulting loads on a scale model of a bottom-mounted horizontal axis tidal turbine are presented.
The paper is laid out as follows. The methodology, including wave-current theory, test setup, and condition definition are presented in Sect. 2. The results of the measured environmental conditions, along with TST loads and power, are presented in Sect. 3: focusing on time-domain, spectral and statistical assessment. Further discussion is presented in Sect. 4 with concluding remarks offered in Sect. 5.
Methodology

The influence of current on wave properties
Tidal currents alter the form of waves, including the wave height, wavelength and associated velocities. These changes can significantly alter the wave kinematics and hence the loading on TST devices.
Wave-current interaction theory often uses a quantity termed wave action, as it is assumed to be conserved through wave-current interaction. The conservation of wave action is described in Jonsson (1990) by:
where U is the current velocity, x is the horizontal co-ordinate in an axis parallel to the wave propagation direction, E is the wave energy, and β is the relative angle between the wave and current fields. The subscript r defines values relative to the current field, and hence ω r and C gr are the angular wave frequency and group velocity, respectively, observed from a reference moving at the same velocity as the current. These are defined in Eqs. (2) and (3).
where g is the acceleration due to gravity, h is the water depth, and the wavenumber, k, is defined as a function of angular frequency, ω, by Eq. (4):
Noting that frequency, f , dependent wave energy E( f ) = ρgS η ( f ), a frequency-dependent wave-action (WA) term (Draycott et al. 2018 ) can be defined:
where ρ is the density, and S η ( f ) the wave energy spectrum density. Equation (5) is only valid under the assumption that wave blocking does not occur for the wave frequency and current velocity combination being modelled [see Moreira and Peregrine (2012) for details]. This will occur when an opposing current velocity exceeds the stopping velocity: the point at which the wave group velocity is zero in the stationary reference frame (Hashemi et al. 2016 ). In addition, it is required to assume that there is no transfer of energy between wave frequencies during the wave modification by current [as in Chakrabarti and Johnson (1995) ]. Under these assumptions, W A( f ) can be assumed constant, and Eq. (5) can be used to model the change in S η ( f ) with U ; and key spectral parameters such as H m0 can be calculated utilising spectral moments, m n , of the energy density spectrum:
where (5) and (6) can then be used to compare the theoretical changes in spectral parameters to those measured during the experimental test programme. An example of the effect of current on the wave properties is depicted in Fig. 1 for current opposing waves. The change in both wave height and wavelength is shown, and the regions of no current and current are highlighted. As the current opposes the waves, the wave height and wavenumber increase whilst group velocity decreases. Fig. 1 Diagram showing wave propagating from the region of no current to a region with current. The change in wave height and wavelength (wavenumber) due to interaction with the current field indicated. Example shown with opposing current (negative U) where wave height increases and wavelength decreases. (Draycott et al. 2018) Of importance for the loads on tidal turbines is the subsequent effect on the horizontal wave-induced velocities, U w , in the z range occupied by the rotor plane. The frequency and depth-dependent amplitudes of the wave-induced velocity, U w ( f , z), to leading order, is:
where A( f ) is the frequency-dependent amplitudes of the surface elevation. Noting that S η ( f ) ∝ A( f ) 2 , the horizontal wave-induced velocity spectra can be expressed as:
f is the total variance in the horizontal velocity attributed to waves at z, noting that roughly turbine power P ∝ U 3 and thrust T ∝ U 2 . From Eqs. (5) and (6), it is evident that S η ( f ) and H m0 will be larger when waves oppose the current (β = 180 • ), whilst from Eq. (4) it is can be inferred that the wavenumber will also increase in opposing scenarios. Assessing Eq. (8), it is then clear that in opposing conditions wave-induced velocities will be larger near the surface yet the rate of vertical attenuation of wave-induced velocity will be greater. Turbines placed relatively close to the surface will therefore experience larger variations in loads and power in opposing conditions, yet those in very deep water or installed low in the water column may experience larger loads in the following conditions (sea state dependent).
Test setup
The model turbine
The model scale TST, including blade geometry and installed instrumentation, is well described in Payne et al. (2017) , with external geometry files and baseline turbine data available for download at https://doi.org/10.7488/ds/1707. As a result, only a short description is provided here. The TST model has been designed to correspond to the majority of full-scale prototypes (see Parkinson and Collier 2016; MeyGen Ltd. 2016 ) and as such is a bottom mounted machine with a threebladed horizontal axis rotor. The design is 1:15 scale, with a rotor diameter, D, of 1.2 m with the rotor axis 1 m from the bed. Load sensors measure streamwise root bending moment, RBM, for each blade, along with torque, Q, and thrust, T, on the whole rotor. The generator is simulated by a brushless permanent magnet servo motor, which is connected to the rotor shaft in 'direct drive' fashion. Rotor angular position, θ , is obtained from the motor encoder.
To ensure full-scale similitude, the blades are designed to provide a rotor thrust coefficient, C T , similar to a full-scale 
generic turbine across a wide range of tip-speed ratios, λ. At 0.8 m/s, the chord-length Reynolds numbers vary between 0.5 × 10 5 (root) and 2.5 × 10 5 (tip) (Draycott et al. 2019a) .
From previous experiments, the power and thrust coefficients (C P and C T ) for the model turbine rotor are found to be Reynolds invariant above 0.6 m/s. In this work, two points in the tidal cycle, with a nominal flow speed of 0.8 m/s, corresponding to the peak ebb and flood velocities have been simulated with a constant 'openocean' wave condition. Hence, in the tests presented, the motor was operated in speed control mode with a constant rotational velocity, ω, of 9.42 rad/s (90 rpm), which results in a λ value of 7. This was the design λ of the turbine at the flow speed used to maintain proper scaling of the thrust. Keeping the rotational speed of the turbine constant also helps isolate the influence of the waves and flow conditions on turbine power and loads. In real flow conditions at test or deployment sites, the rotational speed of the turbine would be modified based on the instantaneous flow velocities during a tidal cycle. This would be done to keep λ constant for any flow velocity with the aim of maximising the power extracted by the turbine.
Note that equivalent full-scale environmental conditions and loads can be obtained using Froude scaling [see e.g. Heller (2011) ] of the measured parameters. Due to the rotor size relative to the water depth (1.2 m rotor in 2 m water depth), and the position of the rotor in the water column, wave-induced velocities and loads should be comparable to those experienced by the full-scale turbines installed at the MeyGen site [18 m rotor in 31 m water depth, (New Civil Engineer 2019)].
The test facility
The experimental work presented herein was carried out at the FloWave Ocean Energy Research Facility (FloWave, https://www.flowave.eng.ed.ac.uk), located at the University of Edinburgh (UoE), UK (Draycott et al. 2016 ). This facility is a circular, combined wave and current basin, with a diameter of 25 m and a nominal water depth of 2 m. Owing to the circular design, there is no limitation on the direction of either the wave or current fields, which enables the generation of waves at arbitrary angles to the current. For the presented work, this enables the following and opposing wave-current conditions to be generated without rotating the model or moving wave and current generating equipment. A diagrammatic representation of the FloWave facility can be found in Draycott et al. (2019a) , depicting the flow generation mechanism and wavemaker configuration. It is worth noting that this arrangement does not provide the ability to control the turbulence intensity and is around 7% for the flow velocity used in these experiments. Details of the spatial variation of mean velocity and turbulence can be found in Sutherland et al. (2017a) , Noble et al. (2015) .
The blockage ratio, defined as the turbine rotor plane area relative to the tank cross-sectional area, is approximately 2.3%. The horizontal and vertical blockage are significantly different: D/h = 0.6 and D/W = 0.048, where W is the basin width. Due to the large horizontal dimension, and representative vertical dimension, any unrealistic blockage effects during the tests are not expected.
Instrumentation and configuration
In addition to the sensors integrated into the TST model (Sect. 2.2.1), further instrumentation was installed throughout the facility. A summary of all the installed instrumentation is presented in Table 1 . The additional instrumentation includes a resistance-type wave gauge to measure surface elevation, an acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV) to measure current velocity, and a bottom-mounted six-axes load cell to measure the total forces, F, and moments, M, on the entire TST structure (blades, TST body and tower). The test setup is illustrated in Fig. 2 , where the turbine is depicted to scale in conjunction with the installed instrumentation.
Wave-current conditions
A single input wave spectrum has been defined representative of those seen at typical tidal sites (see e.g. Venugopal and Nemalidinne 2015) . These have been generated in the presence of target current velocities of ± 3.1 m/s correspond- 
Input wave conditions are defined along with their expected transformation in current from theory. The measured wave conditions are also provided. Both sea states were created using JONSWAP spectra with γ set to 3.3 ing to common peak ebb and flood conditions at tidal sites (see e.g. Sellar et al. 2018) in which turbines operate at rated power. For example, the the Andritz Hydro Hammerfest turbine (Walker and Cappietti 2017) and the Alstom Ocean Energy's DEEP-Gen IV (McNaughton et al. 2015 ) both achieve rated power above 2.7 m/s. Simulating both following and opposing conditions enables the extent of the variation in turbine loads to be inferred over a typical tidal cycle and is representative of having a persistent open-ocean wave condition when the tidal current is varying in the channel. The chosen conditions are defined in Table 2 and show the input wave and current conditions for both full-scale and tank-scale equivalence. Froude scaling has been used to obtain tank scale values for generation in the facility. H m0 , T P , and the peak enhancement factor, γ , are presented. The values measured in the FloWave tank are also presented, along with the expected wave height and peak period (from peak of current modified wave spectrum) transformation in the two current velocities, calculated using Eqs. (5) and (6). Three repeats were carried out for each wave condition to assess the influence of turbulence on the repeatability of the tests. A test length of 545 s is implemented, with a 512 s repeat time. The final 512 s of each test was then used for analysis to ensure that the travelling wave components had arrived at the model location. This approach also ensures that an integer number of wave cycles have been been measured for every frequency component which improves the quality of spectral analysis.
Good agreement was found between the theoretical and measured parameters for the two sea states, as shown in Table 2 . The full range of H m0 values expected for the modelled sea state (from Eq. (5)) over the hypothetical tidal cycle are presented in Fig. 3 . It is worth noting that to compute these theoretical values, frequency components above 0.5 Hz (0.13 Hz full scale) are omitted due to difficulties in numerically calculating wavenumbers for frequencies close to, or above, the blocking point (waves are blocked just above 0.5 Hz in 0.82 m/s of current). In this figure, the measured values obtained at FloWave for the two current conditions are presented (as described in Table 2 ) showing reasonable agreement with linear theory. An additional point is also included, depicting the expected value of the no current spectral condition in FloWave obtained from a previous measurement campaign without the turbine installed. The large expected and measured variation in H m0 over the tidal cycle is evident, highlighting the significant effect of these fast current velocities on concurrent wave fields.
Results
Environmental conditions, along with the resulting effect on key turbine parameters, are presented here for both the following and opposing wave conditions. Time-domain results, including repeatability, are presented in Sect. 3.1, with equivalent frequency domain results discussed in Sect. 3.2. An assessment of the statistics of the wave-induced load variations for the two wave cases is additionally presented in Sect. 3.3.
As detailed in Sect. 2.2.3, a large number of sensors are deployed during the tests, and as such to practically present the results only key parameters are graphically presented. A consistent set of parameters are used throughout the results section:
1. η: surface elevation (m); 2. U : streamwise velocity, 2D upstream 0.4 m beneath the surface (m/s); 3. RBM 0 : one of the streamwise blade root bending moment sensors (Nm); 4. T : rotor-based thrust measurement (N); 5. P: power, calculated from torque and rotational speed (W).
For the study on repeatability and when exploring statistical variation of parameters, additional measurements are included. Standard deviations are provided for vertical velocity, W ; the remaining root bending moments, RBM 1 & RBM 2 ; force in the streamwise direction measured by the 6DOF load cell, F X ; moment about y from the 6DOF load cell, M Y .
Time domain
Time series
The time-domain results for key environmental and turbine parameters, in the presence of both following and opposing waves, are presented in Fig. 4 . The three repeats are shown for each case. It is apparent that there is a large increase in the fluctuations of the presented parameters for the opposing wave condition: the greatly increased surface elevations and corresponding wave-induced velocities result in a significant increase in the standard deviations of the measured turbine loads. The maximum measured wave height (mean over repeats) based on zero up-crossing time-domain analysis is equivalent to 9.63 m full-scale for the opposing case and only 2.83 m for the following condition. This highlights the magnitude of the wave-current interaction and indicates that the expected turbine loads will vary significantly over a tidal cycle with a constant input (boundary) environmental wave forcing condition.
Assessing the three repeats, it is evident that the repeatability is high for η, along with the rotor-averaged turbine parameters: P and T . This is particularly the case for the opposing wave condition, due to the larger proportion of velocity fluctuations resulting from the deterministic wave condition, as opposed to random turbulence. Turbulence Intensity (T.I.) is approximately 7% in the FloWave tank for this flow velocity (Sutherland et al. 2017a) . It is also apparent that slightly lower repeatability is observed for the flapwise RBM measurements than for thrust, which is due to the different relationships between blade angle and wave phase for the three sea state realisations.
Observed maximum and minimum values
To further explore the repeatability, and its influence on reliable identification of expected peak loads, the maximum and minimum measured values for an extended set of parameters have been calculated for all three repeats, and are presented in Table 3 . These maxima and minima are taken after the time series have been low-pass filtered with a cutoff frequency of 4 Hz to remove the influence of sensor noise. Assessing the Fig. 4 Time-domain results of key environmental and turbine parameters for the opposing and following wave conditions. The three repeats of each conditions are shown for each parameter. The short time period shown is chosen to aid visibility and includes the point at which the largest wave is observed in the opposing sea state. The right hand axis shows values relative to the mean, whilst the left hand axis shows absolute values Values for three repeats shown to three significant figures. Mean values are shown in Table 4 for reference difference in maximum and minimum values obtained for the three repeats, it is evident that repeatability is reasonably high, indicating that the peak loads are dominated by the deterministic wave-induced velocities. Discrepancies are mostly a result of stochastic turbulent velocity fluctuations, and in the case of RBM values, additionally dependent on the aforementioned relationship between blade angle and wave phase.
Further assessing Table 3 , it is evident that significantly larger maximum loads have been measured for the opposing wave case compared with the following. In addition, it is interesting to observe that negative RBM values are recorded for the opposing wave-current case, when the velocity is close to zero in the crest of a large wave. This does not correspond with a negative thrust as it is only occurs when a blade is close to the surface when a large opposing crest passes over, hence the sum of bending moments and rotor thrust always remains positive. This, however, is not the case for power (and torque) where negative values are observed for all three repeats of the opposing wave condition.
As noted in Sect. 2.2.1, the rotor behaviour is Reynolds independent above 0.6 m/s. Effectively, this means that all maximum values (including peak loads) reported in Table 3 are in this regime and can be considered representative. For the minimum values, however, caution is required. It is worth noting that the rotor-averaged minimum velocities will be somewhat larger than those presented in Table 3 due to the ADV position and vertical attenuation of waveinduced velocities. Considering this, the minimum velocities are still below 0.6 m/s (approximately 0.52 m/s and 0.39 m/s at hub height for following and opposing, respectively) and hence the minimum values obtained for all turbine parameters cannot be seen as representative of a full-scale turbine. Fortunately, tidal turbine developers are largely interested in fatigue and peak loads.
Assessing rotor-based vs tower-based measurements
In the absence of waves, the mean value of F X (total structural load) is 12% larger than T (rotor-based) owing to the additional drag on the tower. Assessing the mean peak loads (over three repeats) in waves, it can be seen that this drops to 5.7% in following waves and 2.1% for opposing waves. This is a result of two phenomena. The first is that the wave-induced velocities are larger at the top of the water column and hence the relative increase in load experienced by the rotor is larger than that of the tower. Secondly, the tower and rotor are in different x-positions and hence the peak velocities experienced by the rotor and tower will not occur at the same time.
This relative reduction in the observed F X value is more significant in opposing wave conditions as a result of the higher wavenumbers and increased velocity attenuation with depth.
The moment about the y-axis, M Y , in the absence of waves, is ordinarily equivalent in magnitude to F X due to the rotor being 1 m from the tank floor (M Y is approximately 2% higher due to current shear). Assessing the maximum values in Table 3 , it is evident that the peak moments in waves are significantly larger than that of the measured peak thrust. This result is also due to the depth attenuation of wave-induced velocities resulting in the centre of effort of M Y acting above the rotor centre. This centre of effort can be calculated by computing the values of
. Histograms of this for three repeats in the following and opposing wave condition are presented in Fig. 5 . From this figure, it is clear that large variations in the centre of the effort of M Y are observed in both following and opposing wave conditions. When the centre of the effort is above the mean value (around 1-1.05 m), this corresponds to instants where the wave-induced velocity at the rotor is positive. The opposite is true for instants of negative wave-induced velocity. These large deviations in the centre of effort indicate that a considerable moment acts about the shaft, which will have significant implications for the loads on, and corresponding fatigue life of, the main shaft bearing.
Frequency domain
The frequency spectra of the key environmental and turbine parameters are presented in Fig. 6 , showing the results for three repeats of the opposing and following wave cases. It is evident that all parameters have the largest energy density close to the frequency corresponding to the peak of the wave energy spectrum (0.4 Hz), and that the spectral magnitudes are, as expected, much larger for the opposing wave case. It is evident from the surface elevation spectra that there is a larger influence of wave reflections from the tank boundary for the following wave case, indicated by oscillations in the spectral magnitude. This is a result of the reflected waves opposing the current direction, thus increasing in amplitude, where the opposite effect occurs for the incident waves opposing the current.
A large peak at the rotational speed, p, is noted in the RBM spectra as a result of tower shadow and vertical shear effects. This is seen as a large peak at 3p in the rotor-averaged turbine power and thrust spectra. Also noticeable in the RBM spectra are peaks at multiples of the rotational speed plus and minus the wave frequencies. This is a rotational sampling effect, introduced as the blades 'sample' the wave-induced velocity shear, and is much more significant for the opposing case due to the increased velocity magnitude and increased wavenumber (hence increased vertical wave-induced shear). They have also previously been noted in Gaurier et al. (2013) for regular wave conditions, but were not explained. This effect, whilst apparent in the rotor-based thrust measurements, is greatly reduced as the effect is averaged over all three blades. This is discussed further in Sect. 4.3. The frequency spectrum of the turbine power for the opposing case shows a second peak corresponding to the peak wave frequency at around 0.8 Hz. This is a result of the cubic relationship between power and velocity, meaning that, under assumptions of linear wave theory, peaks in the power spectrum will exist up to three times the wave frequencies with decreasing magnitude. For this opposing sea state condition, the third harmonic peak is not appreciable.
Comparing the spectra between the three repeats, it is evident that the frequency domain response is very repeatable, including the RBM measurements which were noted to have poor repeatability in the time domain. The repeatability of these spectral values support the logic that the poor timedomain repeatability is a result of the differing relationships between blade angle and wave phase between repeats.
TST load variations for opposing and following waves
To assess the implications of the results presented in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2, statistical analysis of the TST load measurements was conducted. Histograms of the main environmental and turbine parameters are presented in Fig. 7 . As already indicated by Figs. 4 and 6, significantly larger variations in loads are expected for the opposing conditions. The corresponding standard deviations of the parameters in Fig. 7 , plus the extended set (including additional RBM sensors and 6DOF load cell measurement), are presented in Table 4 , along with the corresponding mean values over the three repeats. Assessing the mean values, it is evident that the presence of the irregular wave conditions (following or opposing) does not serve to significantly alter the mean values of the loads recorded. This suggests that the turbine performance is also unaltered and that mean values of C p and C t in waves can be effectively calculated using the mean kinetic inflow. Load variations in opposing waves are significantly larger than in following waves, with standard deviation values for opposing wave conditions ranging between 215 and 260% of the equivalents in following waves. When comparing the opposing wave condition to current-only measurements, this range increased to between 340 and 565% currentonly equivalents depending on the parameter being assessed. These higher standard deviations have significant implications for the fatigue of blades and other components and will impact the TST electro-mechanical control strategies. The associated increase in the expected maximum loads will also affect the requirements for structural design.
Extreme distributions of thrust
To further assess the peak values, extreme value distributions of the measured thrust are presented in Figs. 8 and 9 for the following and opposing wave conditions, respectively. Distributions were fitted to the relative thrust (T /T 0 where T 0 is the mean thrust) over a certain threshold. Leadbetter (1983) showed that a generalised Pareto distribution (GPD) should be applied to threshold derived extreme data, and hence a GPD was fitted to the measured data for each test. The threshold was set to 85% of the peak thrust measured for the first repeat of each wave condition. The return periods for these plots are shown in "realisations", where one realisation is 512 s (tank scale) of the specified wave-current condition. They can be scaled to account for the amount of time exposed to the condition, or converted to full-scale probabilities.
Although generally a good match, some discrepancy between the GPD fit and the measured data is noted for the third repeat of the opposing wave condition. It is concluded, however, that due to the peculiar shape of the measured distribution, an alternative distribution choice would not have been able to reduce this discrepancy significantly. The resulting return periods between repeats remain consistent.
It is evident from Figs. 8 and 9 that the extreme values of thrust expected in the opposing wave condition are much larger than in the equivalent following wave condition. For example, the expected thrust value for 100 realisations of the opposing condition is around 1.95 times the mean thrust, where for the following condition this value is only around 1.4. Also notable from the distributions is that a thrust exceeding 1.75 times the mean thrust is expected to occur over 100 times in each realisation of the opposing wave condition. This value of thrust is not expected to be reached in the following case, regardless of the number of realisations carried out (i.e. length of time exposed to this condition). This further emphasises the significant difference in operating conditions and resulting loads experienced by a tidal turbine in opposing and following wave conditions of equivalent open-ocean parameters.
Discussion
Comparison between opposing and following waves
The results presented in this paper show the large variation in wave parameters and turbine loads expected over a tidal cycle with the same open-ocean wave condition. This has a number of implications. The large variations observed indicate that it is important to understand and de-risk TST devices in the presence of waves both following and opposing the current. For the turbine model and sea state presented, the opposing wave conditions induced much larger loads on the device. In general, this will be the case for turbines with the rotor located around mid-depth or higher in the water column, or when waves feature large amplitudes with high periods. However, devices installed much lower in the water column may be unaffected by many wave conditions opposing the current as the higher wavenumbers will cause the wave-induced velocities to attenuate at a greater rate with depth. For this scenario, the following conditions (with lower wavenumbers) may result in the penetration of the wave-induced velocities to the depth of the turbine rotor and hence may be the wave-current combinations associated with the largest waveinduced loads. The nature of the loading is hence driven by a combination of key turbine and channel dimensions, turbine control strategy, sea state and current velocity, and TST devices should be assessed in the likely range they are expected to operate within. 
Understanding the wave-current conditions at a site
The large differences in the measured wave heights and wave-induced velocities for the following and opposing conditions highlight the requirement to understand the combined wave-current environment. This suggests that coupled wavecurrent models of sites of interest [e.g. Guillou (2017) , Venugopal et al. (2017) ] and/or extensive measurement programmes should be used to properly understand the nature of the conditions that a TST device must be able to operate within. Contrary to this, however, is the finding that the wave-current interaction theory presented appeared to match well with measured data (Table 2 and Fig. 3 ), suggesting that separate knowledge of open-ocean wave conditions and expected current velocities may be used to get approximate estimates of the expected 'in-channel' range of conditions for use in numerical models or tank tests. However, it is noted that only a small sample size is validated in this paper. Additionally, it is evident that the theory presented will be insufficient in capturing some of the more complex wave-current conditions, including waves interacting with spatially and temporally varying currents, as frequently observed in site data (Sutherland et al. 2017b ).
Rotational sampling of wave-induced velocities
As noted in Sect. 3.2, interesting side-band frequencies are apparent in the blade root bending moment spectra at multiples of the rotational speed plus and minus the wave frequencies due to rotational sampling of wave-induced velocities. The effect is extremely large for the opposing wave condition and negligible for the following case, highlighting the wavenumber dependency, effectively depending on the difference in wave-induced velocity observed over the rotor plane. The positive and negative sidebands result from the apparent wave frequencies observed in the reference frame of the blade, and is equivalent to a more complex version of amplitude modulation. For the opposing wave condition, the magnitude of the load variations associated with the rotational sampling effects are many times larger than that of the tower shadow and shear combined. When there is significant difference in waveinduced velocity over the rotor (function of rotor position & size, wave height and wavenumbers), this effect clearly has implications for the design and lifetime of blades. As these are high-frequency load variations they may be important contributors to fatigue for tidal turbines installed in exposed sites. Future work will explore this further and create a tool able to predict the magnitude of these side-band loads and subsequent consequences.
Comparison to previous results with turbine model
A number of previous studies have been carried out with the turbine model used in this current study. In the absence of waves, baseline measurements of C P and C T are presented in Payne et al. (2017) , and a study on the frequency and angular dependence of the loading is available in Payne et al. (2018) . Studies with waves have also been carried out including a thorough assessment in a wide range of regular waves (Draycott et al. 2019a ) and the effect of oblique regular waves and currents . The effect of focused wave groups on turbine loads is further reported in Draycott et al. (2019b) . It is somewhat difficult to quantitatively compare the results in irregular waves to those obtained without waves, and in the presence of regular waves or focused groups, due to the difference of conditions & test facilities used (in some cases) and uncertainty of instantaneous velocities at the rotor. Some conclusions can, however, be made by comparison between these studies. One of these is that the general spectral form (location and relative size of rotation-based peaks and wave-induced peaks) are in agreement. Peaks at multiples of the rotational speed in the RBM spectra are apparent in Draycott et al. (2019b) and explored in detail in Payne et al. (2018) . What is not observed in either of these studies is the side-band frequencies discussed in Sect. 4.3. This is despite the fact that the results presented in Draycott et al. (2019b) are associated with focused irregular wave conditions of equal peak frequency. The authors suspect there are two reasons for this phenomenon only being present in the current study. The first is that the effect is only obvious for the opposing wave condition (although visible for the following case) due to the higher wavenumbers and greater wave-induced velocity shear, and Draycott et al. (2019b) only presents focused waves following the current. The second is that the test lengths were very short in the previous study, resulting in larger frequency bins in the spectral analysis. This means that a larger proportion of the energy density is associated with turbulence in each bin, hence making the side bands not visible.
Comparison to Draycott et al. (2019a) provides some context to the wave-induced loads presented in this paper. In Draycott et al. (2019a) , the turbine is assessed in a wide range of regular waves, of various frequencies and amplitudes, both following and opposing the current. A simple model based on psuedo-stationarity is used for comparison and provides reasonable results. In particular, good agreement is found for conditions with smaller wave amplitudes, or those which follow the current direction. In relation to the current study, it can therefore be inferred that dynamic effects are likely to be minimal for the following wave conditions. Due to increased model errors observed in Draycott et al. (2019a) for larger, opposing, waves, the same cannot be inferred for the opposing wave condition presented in this manuscript. As mentioned in Sect. 3.1, the results for the lowest velocities are likely to be unrepresentative due to no longer being in the same Reynolds regime (C P and C T altered), and as such caution is required for minimum values of power and thrust. Peak values, however, are likely to be representative of those experienced in analogous fullscale conditions. This does not preclude the possibility that dynamic stall may be occurring for the largest wave-induced velocities. Although it is difficult to elucidate these effects from the study itself due to uncertainty in the instantaneous flow velocity, it may be inferred that the likely effects are small due to the high λ value used in this study, and the relatively small error observed in Draycott et al. (2019a) . To properly quantify this effect, future test campaigns will reduce the λ value and devise a more sophisticated instrumentation setup to study the influence of dynamic stall in large wave conditions. Models incorporating dynamic stall (e.g. Scarlett et al. 2018) will be used to increase insight into the phenomena.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented the experimental results of a scale model tidal turbine subject to irregular wave conditions with current. In a combined wave-current test facility, a constant open-ocean wave condition was simulated both following and opposing the current to assess the expected variation in environmental parameters and turbine loads over a typical tidal cycle. Measured wave heights were found to be nearly four times larger when opposing the current, with the resulting standard deviations of all measured turbine parameters being over twice as large in the opposing case. Mean values appear to be unaltered by the presence of waves. The results presented demonstrate the significant changes in conditions that tidal turbines must operate in as a result of varying wave-current interaction over a tidal cycle. The requirement to understand the combined wave-current environment is highlighted along with the necessity to de-risk the operation of tidal turbines in such dynamic conditions. Additionally, the temporal, spectral and statistical outputs presented provide new insight into the nature of loads experienced by tidal turbines subject to irregular waves and fast currents.
